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THE FREQUENCY OF FOG IN THE MIDLANDS
OF ENGLAND

By M. H. UNSwoR'lH, N. W. SHAKTsIEARE, A. E. MTLNER

and T. S. GANTNDRA

Universily ol Noltingham, School of Agriculture, Sutton Bonington,
Loughborough

TN urban area\. palticulari) central London, there is ample evidence that
I the clarity oi the atmosphere in winter has increased over the last 25 years
and this improvement has been attributed to restrictions on smoke emission
imposed by the Clean Air Act, 1956 (Brazell 1970). For example, in the
periotl 1958 67, the annual nean duration of winter sunsl.line in central
London was 50 per cent above the long-telm average (Jenkins 1969), and
frequencies of fog in central London also decreased consiclerably (Jenkins
l97l). Smoke and other particles encourage fog formation by acting as

condensation nuclei and allow fog to persist when salts and acids dissolve
in fog droplets.

Efiects ol cleaner air are also observed on outskirts of cities: Dinsdale
(1968) showed that frequencies of fog at Kew declinecl rapidiy from the early
1950s to become comparable with those at sites in unpolluted areas. In rural
areas, trends in fog frequencies and diflerences between sites are more diffi-
cult to interpret because efiects of air pollution from distant towns may be
comparable with other environmental factors determining fog. For example,
Smith (1967) showed that winter fog at an inland station was twice as

frequent as at a nearby coastal site.
Fog and poor visibility are reputedly common in the Trent Basin in the

Midlands of England, a region where a number of large cities and several
power stations are major sources of air pollution. To investigate whether this
foggy reputation is justified in rural parts of the region and whether there
have been changes with time, we compared winter fog frequencies at Sutton
Bonington with those at Newport, Shropshire, a similar rural site in a
relatively unpolluted area. For further comparisons we tabulated fog fre-
quencies in the city of Birmingham and establishecl relationships between
fog frequency and smoke concentrations.

SBI-ECTION OI SITES AND RECORDS

Fig. 1 shows the three sites and surrounding cities. The rural sites were
chosen to be at similar latitudes and elevations in undulating countryside, At
Sutton Bonington, the site is on the campus of the School of Agriculture,
about 1 km north of the village. The Newport site is about 80 km west of
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Fia. 2- ComDarison bet*een oercentaqe deficit ot briqht sunshine al Manchester and- London iration., ls?l 70. Manchesler Wealher eentre compared uith Ring\tay
Airport - - - - - - i- Greenwich compared $ith Kew 

-, 

Greenwich compared with
l ondon (Hcathru$) Airport......

From these two examples of Manchester and London it would appear
that the prediction of a continued trend in the 1970s towards an improved
sunshine record for the centres of our cities in the winter months is a reality.
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POSTSCRIPT TO THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
In October, we published a message from the PresiLlent inliting mem-bers

10 write to him about ways of extending the Society's activities, particularly
lor the benefit of those who can rarely aitend meetings. By the end of Novem-
ber, he had received only four letters - but they were all worth discussing at a
recent meeting of Council. The lines of communication are still open fot'
all the membeis whose intertions to write were overtaken by modesty, inertia,
or sheer forgetfulness.
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Fig. 1. Location of places mentioned in the text

Sutton Bonington on the campus of Harper Adams Agricultural College,

about I km north-west of the village of Edgmond and 4 km west of Newport'
Edgbaston observatory is about 3 km south-west of Birmingham city centre.

For each site and each year in the period 1936 75 we found, from the

Monthly'lleather Report, the total number of days when fog (visibility

less than 1000 m) was reported at 0900 during the months October March,

and these are called the winter fog frequencies for the year in which the
period began. To clisplay results conveniently and to reveal long-term

trends, Fig. 2 shows five-year running means of fog frequencies for each site

plotted against the middle year of each five-year group. The figure shows that
fog frequency has decreased at all sites since 1936. At Edgbaston the largest

decreases were in the war years 1940 45 and after 1957, corresponding to the

application of the Clean Air Act. At Sutton Bonington there was a small

clecrease cluring the war and the main decrease was after 1957 (the sharp

post-war increase in the running mean is caused by the anomalouily large

number of fogs observed at this statior in 1948). At Newport, therc was no

clecrease in war-time but the shape of the decrease from 1958-65 is strikingly
similar to that at the other sites altbough the magnitude is much less.

Table I shows the mean numbers of winter fogs at each site fol the
periods before and after 1956. There were highly significant (p(0.01) de-

creases in fog frequency after 1956 at Sutton Bonington and Edgbaston; the

clecrease in means at Newport was not statistically significant over these

TAtsLE L Mean annual incidences of fog before and after 1956

Winter fog frequency (days/]ea.)
1936 55 1956-75

Sutton Bolington
Ne\Yport
Birmingham

300
t46
31.1
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114
21 4
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Fig. 2. Five-year running means of the winter fog frequency at Sutton Bonington( I ), Newport (-O-) and Birmingham C - O - -)

periods although a general downward trend is obvious. We therefore assume

that fogs at Newport occur at a 'background' frequency, almost uninfluenced
by air pollution but varying from year to year with weather patterns. To
investigate further the reasons behind the decrease in fog frequency at
Edgbaston and Sutton Bonington we have assumed that the background
frequency is identical at all three stations and is the annual fog frequency
at Newport. With this assumption, the 'extra' number of fogs in each year
at Edgbaston and Sutton Bonington was calculated. The results, in Fig. 3,

Fig.3. 'Extra'fogs at Sutton Bonirgton ( I ) and Birmingham (--a--) in com-
paison with Newport
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DISCUSSION

There are cleariy risks of subjective bias when difierent observers record
fog, but the similarities in both long- and short-term trends in Fig. 1 suggest
that the records are consistent for the sites studjed. At the background site,
Newport, there has been a small but steady decrease in winter fog frequency
from about 15 davs yr-' in 1936 to about 10 clays yr t at present. At Sutton
Bonington there were about 15 extra fogs yr', compar-ecl with Newport, until
1960, and then a rapid decrease to background frequency. In Birmingham a

similar decrease in extra fogs from 1961 is well correlated up to 1967 with
reductions in smoke concentrations from about 300 pg m rt to 100 p.g m 3

(Fis. a).

Martin (1974) compared smoke and log frequency in Nottingham from
1960 to )971 and concludecl that the number of fogs rvas proportional to
smoke concentration only when concentrations exceeded a threshold of
about 170 7.,.g m 3. Fig.4 shows that the main decrease in extra fogs in Bir-
mingham corresponded to the decrease in smoke from 300 to 100 pg m 3. The
Birmingham records (and Martin's Nottingham data) are inadequate for
cleflning precisely the value of the threshold which appears to lie between
100 and 200 pg m-.. There may be several reasons why Birmingham sti1l

records about seven more fogs each winter than the other sites. First, local
topography (Edgbaston is 94 m highel than Newport); second, a residual
influence of smoke, because urban areas still experience several days each
winter with large smoke concentrations although the winter mean values are
much lower than in the past (Craxford et al 19'11): tbjrd, other aspects of
urban climate (e.g. radiation, temperature, humidity) (Chandler 1965). lt may
be signiflcant that the present number of extra fogs per year is similar in both
Birmingham (7 yr') and Nottingham (8 yr', Martin 1974).

The large differences in fog frequency between Sutton Bonington and
Newpolt before 1960 may well be attributable to smoke pollution in the
Trent valley but there are no smoke records fron.r nearby rural sites for this
period. Gooriah (1968) founcl that smoke concentrations at Grove, Lincs.
during the winter of 1963 frequently exceeded 150 s.g m '' when winds blew
from Sheffield,30 km to the north-west. Thus Sutton Bonington may fre-
quently be influencecl by urban smoke from several cities when winds
have a westerly component (see Fig. 1) whereas Newport is relativcly un-
polluted by such rvinds. Smoke concentrations at Sutton Bouington before
1960 were probably suflicient to account for the extra fog frequency.

Our survey shows that at a rural site in the Trent Basin there has been
a considerable recluction jn winter fog lrequency i[ the last 20 years and
fogs are now no more frequent than in an area with a less notorious
repulation for fog. The evidence suggests that the Clean Air Act, which was
primarily designed to improve air quality in towns, has also produced
measurable decreases in fog frequency in rural parts of this industrial
region.
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demonstrate that at Edgbaston extra fogs decreased from a peak of over
40 yr' in 1941 to about 7 yr' after 1970. At Sutton Bonington there were
about the same number of extra fogs as at Edgbaston between 1949 and
1961, but, following a rapid decline, the frequency at Sutton Bonington has
not consistently exceeded background level since 1965.

SMOK]] CONCENTRATONS

Records of smoke concentrations are less complete than observations
of visibility, but we calculated winter mean concentrations from the measure-
ments at the National Survey sites (Warren Spring Laboratory 1961 etc)
nearest to our meteorclogical stations, viz. south-west Birmingham ,1962-74)

Hathern (6 km south-west of Sutton Bonington, 1966 '14) and Shrewsbury
(20 km west of Newport, 1961-68). Fig. 4 shows the variations of extra fogs
and smoke concentration in Birmingham with time and demonstrates a good
correlation up to 1967. After 1967 the marked lack of correlation suggests
that smoke concentrations below about 100 /rg m 3 do not influence fog
frequency. At Hathern, smoke concentrations decreased from 61 rrg m,, ilr
winter 1966 to 24 pg m 3 in 1974 with no significant decrease in fog frequency
(Fig. 2), a result consistent with the conclusions from the Birmingham
records. Smoke concentrations at Shrewsbury were similar to those at
Hathern when records overlapped (1967, 1968).

Fig. 4. Variation lvith time of smoke
in south-west Birmingham
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concenlmtiorl (-O-) and 'extra' fogs (- - 1a - -)
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meteorological records.
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?ir*i"ll1l:.',"-? ,:lk rroj. Dr Keirh wesron 'a"J n-i.l.'ti,ii,l"i r"r- rhe week,r,om rvllre\. both trom Edinburgh Lniverriry. Keilh pul an\ $or.ries about
lll: l;oY^. a,l re5l by dr\cussing rhc curricul.rm an.i girine each ot us aflctallco. exptanalory pamphlel on all aspccrs Lo b( co\eicd.
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Covr photograph by R. N. Hughe'
Cumulus congestus with pileus (cap-cloud) o!er south-$est. Creece-on 3 September
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Culf ot Kiparis<ia. in the lale rllernoon
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